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Atomic House - No Believer

                            tom:
                A

            Gbm
Like a cold Wind
A
Blowing through the window
Bm
She?s giving me the chills  I?m shivering a little
Gbm                                                     A
She used to walk with me through every single valley
                          Bm
But then she packed her bags And she moved to Cincinnati
D                                             Gbm
I tried to find out what it feels like to Love
A
I?ve called a hundred times, but you?ve never picked up
D                                           Gbm
I tried to let you in my heart wide open
       Bm
But now I?m broken
Gbm                  A
She left me torn up inside
D                             Bm
I used to believe in love at first sight
Gbm               A
I tried my hardest to keep her
D                                            Bm
But since she?s been gone, I?ve had a fever
Gbm      A
I was naive to think
D
That love wouldn?t hurt
Bm
That she?d stay with me
Gbm            A
I tried my hardest to keep her
D                                          Bm
But since she?s moved on, I?m no believer
Gbm

She?s like the darkness that
A
I?ve been scared to suffer
Bm
I hope cincinatti?s cold

And you never find another
Gbm                              A
It hurt me more that you didn?t say goodbye
Bm
Before you went and left

You were gone ?for I could cry
D                                          Gbm
I tried to find out what it feels like to Love
A
I?ve called a hundred times, but you?ve never picked up
D                                     Gbm
I tried to let you in my heart wide open
Bm
But now I?m broken

Gbm                  A
She left me torn up inside
D                             Bm
I used to believe in love at first sight
Gbm               A
I tried my hardest to keep her
D                                            Bm
But since she?s been gone, I?ve had a fever
Gbm      A
I was naive to think
D
That love wouldn?t hurt
Bm
That she?d stay with me
Gbm            A
I tried my hardest to keep her
D                                          Bm
But since she?s moved on, I?m no believer
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